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OBJECTIVES

1. The student should be able to correctly use the

commutative law of addition.

2. The student should be able to correctly use the

commutative law of multiplication.

3. The student should know that the commutative law

does not hold for subtraction and division.
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Greetings! You are about to begin improving your knowledge

of basic mathematics. There aro mAny impnrtant uses for the

mathematics you are learning.

This booklet is not like your 3rdinary books. It is designed

to help you learn as an individual. On the following pages

you will find some information about mathematics. After the

information is presented, you will be asked a question. Your

answers to these questions will determine how you proceed

through this booklet. When you have selected your answer

to the question, turn to the page you are told to.

Do not write in this booklet. You may wish to have a pencil

and some paper handy so you can write when you want to.

Remember this is not an ordinary book.

1. Study the meterial on the page.

2. Read the question on the page (you may want to

restudy the material on the page).

3. Select the answer you believe is correct.

4. Turn to the page indicated by your answer.

Are you ready to begin?

(a) Yes

(b) No

(c) HELP

Turn to page 1

Turn to page C

Go see your teacher
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Your answer was (b) No.

Well, this booklet is a little different:

Go back and read page B again. After you have read it,

you will probably be ready to begin.
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In this unit you will study the COMUTATIVE LAW in

three sections. They are:

Section I: the commutative law for addition

Section II: the commutative law for multiplication

Section III: the commutative law as it applies to

subtraction and division.

Just what is the commutative law? We -.en illustrate

the commutative law for addition by the following

examples:

(a) 3 + 4 = 4 + 3

(b) 5 + 1/9 = 1/9 + 5

(c) 1/7 + 2/7 = 2/7 + 1/7

(d) .407 + 4 = 4 4- .407

(e) .3 + 1.3 = 1.3 + .3

(f) 1/2 + .5 = .5 + 1/2

From these examples we can see that the CONATATIVE

LAW for ADDITION means: In all addition processes the

order of the numbers being added does not change the

sum.

Turn to page 2
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Which of the statements below best illustrates the

commutative law for addition of integers?

(a) 4 - 2 = 2 4 Turn to page 4

(b) 1/3 + 2/3 = 2/3 + 1/3 Turn to page 6

(c) 2 + 15 = 15 + 2 Turn to page 8
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Good:

Does the commutative law for addition allow us to

write: 1/10 + 1/11 = A = 1/11 + 1/10?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Turn to page 8

Turn to page 10
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Incorrect.

The question asked for an example of the commutative

law for addition. The example you chose is for multi-

plication.

Return to page 2 and make another choice.
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The problem asked if 0 + 5 = 5 + 0. The commutative

law for addition tells us that the order of the

addition does not affect the sum. Thus, if we add

0 + 5 and get 5 as the sum or Jd 5 + 0 and get 5

as the sum, we see that the order does not change

the sum.

Return to page 1 and study the examples again

before continuing.
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No.

The question asked for an example that would illustrate

the commutative law for addition of inte2211.

Your answer was an example of the commutative law

for fractions. Remember that integers are numbers

such as 0, 1, 2, 3,

Be alert.

The commutative law for addition means that if

7 + 5 = 12, then 5 + 7 = 12 also. The statement is:

(a) True

(b) False

Turn to page 3

Turn to page 10
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Incorrect.

It doesn't matter whether we are adding a fraction

to an integer or just two fractions. The commutdtive

law holds for all addition.

Does the sum of 9 + 1/2 equal the sum of 1/2 + 9?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Turn to page 16

Turn to page 10
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Correct.

Uork this one.

He know that 3/7 + 1/7 = 4/7 and 2/7 + 2/7 = 4/7.

Then the commutative law for addition tells us we can

write: 3/7 + 1/7 = 2/7 + 2/7. The statement is:

(a) True

(b) False

Turn to page 14

Turn to page 12
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You said you were not sure what to do. Let's take a

look at an example.

The commutative law for addition tells us that the

order of addition does not affect the sum. Thus,

if 1.1 + 6 is equal to C, then

6 + 1.1 will also be equal to C.

Okay? Let's continue.

We know that the sum of .04 and 3 is 3.04. What is

the sum of 3 and .04?

(a) 3.04

(b) .34

(c) .07

Turn to page 11

Turn to page 20

Turn to page 22
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TMAPIA11.114
1111.110t1=16.0.

Remember that the commutative law for addition said

we could add the numbers in any order and obtain the

same sum.

Thus, if 4 + 5 = 9, then 5 + 4 = 9 also. We can then

write this as: 4 + 5 = 9 = 5 + 4.

What about this one?

Does 0 + 5 = 5 + 0?

(a) Yes

(b) Ho

Turn to page 3

Turn to page 5
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Good! Your answer was correct.

If 4 + .007 = A, thee .007 + 4 = ?

(a) 4.007 Turn to page 13

(b) A Turn to page 15

(c) Not sure what to do
Turn to page 9
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Excellent: Let's continue.

All the commutative law for addition tells F., is

that the order of the addition does not change the

If 3.41 + 6 = B, then 6 + 3.41 = B. The statement is:

(a) True

(b) False

Turn to page 15

Turn to page 19
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Ooops!

Although the sum of the two numbers is 4.0071 you

didn't need to add them. 1 (lave you A as the sum

of the two numbers. Thus, the commutative law for

addition tells us that the sum of .007 4. 4 will also

be equal to A.

Tny this one.

We know that the sum of .04 and 3 is 3.04. What is

the sum of 3 and .04?

(a) 3.04

(b) .34

(c) .07

Turn to page 11

Turn to page 20

Turn to page 22
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Incorrect.

Although the equation 3/7 + 1/7 = 2/7 + 2/7 is true,

the statement said, "the commutative law for addition

tells us...." which makes the statement "false."

All the commutative law tells us is that we can

switch the order of addition without changing the

sum. For example, 1/2 + 2/3 = 2/3 + 1/2.

The statement 1/3 + 4 = 4 + 1/3 illustrates the

commutative law of addition.

(a) True

(b) False

Turn to page 16

Turn to page 7
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Your answer was correct !

You have now seen that the commutative law for

addition is true for integers, fractions, and deci-

mals. In fact, it holds true for the addition of

all numbers.

Since letters just represent numbers, the commutative

law for addition works for letters also.

Applying the principle of the commutative law, what

is a + b?

(a) ab Turn to page 23

(b) b + a Turn to page 17

(c) They cannot be added Turn to page 28

'.
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Good, you are back on the right track!

Try this one.

Is the following statement true or false? If 1/8 + 8 = E,

then 8 + 1/8 = E also.

(a) True

(b) False

Turn to page 12

Turn to page 10
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Goc.P.

We are now finished with the first section of our

study P.c the commutative lawthe commutative law for

Naw, let's look at Section II. The CONNUTATIVE LAW

for rULTIPLICATION states:

In all multiplication processes, the order

of the numbers being multiplied does not

change the product.

For example, (a) 3 x 4 = 4 x 3

(b) 1/3 x 2/3 = 2/3 x 1/3

(c) 4.1 x 5.4 = 5.4 x 4.1

(d)

(e)

(0

2 .5 = .5 2

1/8 6 = 6 1/8

6.301 x 1/4 = 1/4 x 6.301

Not/ turn to page 18 and continue
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In the. .fliaaram below the rectangle represents a

football field. The length of the field is 100

yards, and the width is 50 yards. To find the area

of the field, we would multiply the length times

width.

100

I Area = length x width

Is the area of the field the same if vie apply the

commutati ve 1 aw for totlti pl i cati on and state: AreL =

width x length?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Turn to page 21

Turn to page 32
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p4rnnn11%/1111V

The commutative law for addition tells us that if we

add any two numbers, then we can add them in reverse

order and obtain the same sum.

Thus, tf 3.41 + 6 = B

then 6 + 3.41 = B also.

Consider this problem.

Is the combined total of adding one cup of milk to

three teaspoons of chocolate the same as adding three

teaspoons of chocolate to one cup of milk?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Turn to page 11

Turn to page 24
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No.

You didn't even have to add the numbers. Applying

the commutative law to the problem, we see that if

.04 + 3 = 3.04, then the sum will be the same if the

order of addition is reversed to 3 + .04.

Return to page 1 and start over.
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Correct!

Try this one.

We know that the product of the fractions 1/3 1/4

is 1/12. We can also see that the product of 1/6

1/2 is equal to 1/12. Then the commutative law for

multiplication tells us we can write: 1/3 1/4 =

1/6 1/2. This statement is:

(a) True

(b) False

Turn to page 14

Turn to page 12
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No.

You didn't even have to add the numbers. Applying

the commutative law to the problem, we see that if

.04 + 3 = 3.04, then the sum will be the same if

the order of addition is reversed to 3 + .04.

Return to page 1 and start over.
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Oh, oh:

Since letters just represent numbers, let's take a

look at what your answer would do.

You said that a + b will equal ab. Putting in values

of 4 and 3 for a and b respectively, your equation

would look like this:

4 + 3 = 4 3 or that 7 = 12, which is not true.a.

The problem stated that you were to use the commutative

law. We know that by the commutative law 4 + 3 =

3 + 4. Using letters now, me see that a + b = b + a.

Try this one.

If the value of c + d equals e, then d + c = e. This

statement is:

(a) True

(b) False

Turn to page 31

Turn to page 33
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Your answer was "no." How wait a minute.

It doesn't neke any difference whether the milk is

added to the chocolate or the chocolate added to

the milk. The result or sum is still a cup of hot

chocolate.

The commutative law for addition works the same

way. The sum is the same even if we add the numbers

in reverse order.

Apply the principle of the commutative law to the

following problem.

We know that the sum of .04 and 3 is 3.04. What is

the sum of 3 and .04?

(a) 3.04

(b) .34

(c) .07

Turn to page 11

Turn to page 20

Turn to page 22
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Very good:

If 8.117 x 3 = m, then 3 x 8.117 = m also. This

statement is:

(a) True

(b) False

Turn to page 29

Turn to page 39
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Good:

We are now finished with the first two sections.

We have seen that the commutative law holds for all

addition and multiplication of integers, fractions,

and decimals.

However, the commutative law does not hold true for

subtraction and division. We can prove this state-

ment by just shoving one example where the commutative

law doesn't hold true. Our exauple:

7 - 5 = 2

5 - 7 = -2 thus 7 - 5 0 5 - 7 since 2 0-2

and the commutative law fails for subtraction.

We can show that the commutative law also fails for

division by this example: 6 3 = 2

3 6 = 1/2

thus 6 3 0 3 6 since 2 0 1/2.

Turn to page 27
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Which one of the following statements is not a correct

application of the commutative law?

(d) a+b=b+a Turn to page 52

(b) a-b=b-a Turn to page 30

(c) ab = ba Turn to page 54
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Incorrect.

The problem stated that you were to use the commu-

tative law for addition. If this is done, the sum

of a + b is not needed. The commutative law says

that 3 + 4 = 4 + 3. Since letters just represent

numbers, we can see that a + b = a.

Try this one.

If the value of c + d equals e, then d + c = e.

This statement is:

(a) True

(b) False

Turn to page 31

Turn to page 33
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Correct:

We know that the coffmutative law for multiplication

holds for integers, fractions, and decimals. There-

fore, it will also hold for letters.

If I R = E, then does R I = E?

(a) Yes

(b) Ho

Turn to page 26

Turn to page 47
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Correct:

Try this one.

The commutative law holds for

integers, fractions, and decimals.

(a) addition, subtraction, and multiplication
Turn to page 55

(b) addition, multiplication, and division
Turn to page 57

(c) multiplication and addition
Turn to page 34

(d) division and addition
Turn to page 59
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Very good:

If N + N = S9 what is the value of N + N?

(a) S

(b) NM

Turn to page 17

Turn to page 33
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Incorrect.

You can see that the areas hmuld be the same by

working out the problem. Thus:

Area = length x width

= 100 x 50

= 5,000 square yards

Area = width x length

= 50 x 100

= 5,000 square yards

Therefore, we can see that the commutative law

holds for multiplication.

Does the commutative law for multiplication mean

that if 9 7 = 63, then 63 = 7 9 also?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Turn to page 36

Turn to page 38
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Incorrect.

Don't let the letters bother you. Remember that they

only represent numbers.

Let's look at an example:

We know that 7 + 3 = 3 + 7 by the commutati ve

law for addition. Since letters represent

numbers, we can say that A+B=C=B+ A.

If the value of 4 + d = f, then d + 4 = d4. This

statement is:

(a) True

(b) False

Turn to page 35

Turn to page 31
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Congratulations: You have completed this Unit.

Let's review what you have done.

1. You learned that the COrMUTATIVE LAW for AL3ITION

is true for all integers, fractions, and decimals.

2. You learned that the COEMUTATIVE LAW for run-

PLICATION is true for all integers, fractions,

and decimals.

3. You learned that a Commutative Law for subtraction

and division does NOT exist.

You are now ready to take a test on this Unit. Tell

your teacher that you have finished Unit 16.
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Incorrect.

You seem to be having trouble with problems that

deal with letters.

Turn to page 19 and continue from there.
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Good!

Dr the commutative law for multiplication allow us

.irite: 1/3 1/10 = B = 1/10 1/3?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Turn to page 21

Turn to page 38
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Incorrect.

The commutative law of multiplication tells us that

1/3 1/4 = 1/4 1/3 and that 1/2 1/6 = 1/6 1/2.

It does not tell us anything about the relationship

of 1/3, 1/4, and 1/2, 1/6.

Continue.

The statement 6 1/3 = 1/3 6 is:

(a) True

(b) Fa;se

Turn to page 43

Turn to page 41

4
1
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Incorrect.

Remember that the commutative law for multiplication

said we could multiply the numbers in any order and

obtain the same product.

Thus, if 4 5 = 20, then 5 4 = 20 also. He can

then write this as: 4 5 = 20 = 5 4.

What about this one?

Does 0 6 = 6 0?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Turn to page 36

Turf] to page 40
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Wrong.

The commutative law for multiplication tells us that

if we multiply any two numbers, then we can multiply

them in reverse order and obtain the same product.

Thus, if 8.117 x 1 = r

then 3 x 8.117 = M also.

Consider this problem.

We know that 4.07 x 4 = 16.28. We also knam that

8.14 x 2 = 16.28. Therefore, does the commutative

law for multiplication tell us we can write 4.07 x 4 =

8.14 x 2?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Turn to page 45

Turn to page 42
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Wrong.

The problem asked if 0 6 = 6 0. The commutative

law for multiplication tells us that the order of the

multiplication does not affect the product. Thus,

0 6 = 0 and 6 0 = 0 from which we can see that

the order does not affect the product.

Return to page 17 and study the examples again before

continuing.
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Incorrect.

It doesn't matter whether we are multiplying a

fraction to an integer or just two fractions. The

commutative law holds for all mmltiplication.

Does the product of 8 .11/5 equal the product of

11/5 8?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Turn to page 43

Turn to page 38
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Good! Your answer is correct.

If 10 x .0801 = C, then the commutative law for

multiplication allows us to say .0801 x 10 = ?

(a) .801

(b) C

Turn to page 44

Turn to page 29

(c) Not sure what to do
Turn to page 46
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Good, you are back on the right track!

Try this one.

Is the following statement true or false? If

2/9 9 = B, then 9 2/9 = B also.

(a) True

(:a) False

Turn to page 25

Turn to page 38
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O000ps!

Although the product of the two numbers is .801,

you didn't need to multiply them. I gave you c as

the product of the two numbers. Thus, the commuta-

tive law for multiplication tells us that the product

of .0801 x 10 will also be equal to c.

Try this one.

We know that the product of .601 and 3 is 1.803.

What is the product of 3 and .601?

(a) 1.803

(b) .1803

(c) 18.03

Turn to page 42

Turn to page 50

Turn to page 48
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Your answer hes "yes." How heit a minute.

All the commutative law for multiplication tells us

is that th ! order of multiplication can be reversed

with the product remaining the same.

In the last problem it is true that 4.07 x 4 = 16.28

and 8.14 x 2 = 16.28, but we cannot set them equal by

use of the commutative law. What we can say by the

commutative law is that:

4.07 x 4 = 16.28 = 4 x 4.07

or
8.14 x 2 = 16.28 = 2 x 8.14

We know that the product of .601 and 3 is 1.803.

What is the product of 3 ana .601'

(a) 1.803

(b) .1803

(c) 18.03

Turn to page 42

Turn to page 50

Turn to page 48
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You said you were not sure what to do. Let's take

a look at an example.

The commutative law for multiplication tells us that

the order of multiplication does not affect the pro-

duct. Thus, if 2.1 x 2 is equal to D, then we know that

2 x 2.1 will also be equal to D without

multiplying to get a numerical answer.

Okay? Let's continue.

We know that the product of .601 and 3 is 1.803.

What is the product of 3 and .601?

(a) 1.803

(b) .1833

(c) 18.03

Turn to page 42

Turn to page 50

Turn to page 48
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Incorrect.

Don't let the letters fool you. The letters only

represent numbers, so we can treat them as such.

Thus, by the cormutative law we know that:

5 x 8 = 8 x 5 or we can write this using

letters as

axb=bx a.

Try this one.

If the value of 7 x f = h, then f x 7 = (7 + f)/h.

(a) Yes

(b) Ho

Turn to page 49

Turn to page 51
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No.

You didn't even have to multiply the numbers.

Applying the commutative law to the problem, we

know that if .601 x 3 = 1.803, then the product will

4
be the sane if the order of multiplication is re-

versed to 3 x .601.

You seem a little shaky in this section.

Return to paw 17 and study the examples before

continuing.
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Incorrect. You,are mecing it much too difficult.

Let's look at an example. If we have the statement

c x d = e, then applying the commutative law, we

also knowdxc=eor that:

cxd=e=dx c.

If M x T = W, what is the value of T x 11?

(a) W

(b) T 4. M

Turn to page 51

Turn to page 53
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You didn't even have to multiply the numbers.

Applying the commutative law to the problem, we

know that if .601 x 3 = 1.803, then the product

will be the same if the order of multiplication is

reversed to 3 x .601.

You seem a little shaky in this section.

Return to page 17 and study the examples before

continuing.
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Very good! Your answer ;s correct.

Continue.

Is the following statement correct? If R x I = E,

then RI = E = IR.

(a) Yes

(b) No

Turn to page 26

Turn to page 49
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Now wait a minute!

You said that the commulative law does not hold for

a + b = b a. This statement, a + b = b + a, is an

addition problem for which the commutative law does

hold.

Select the choice which best fits your case.

(a) I don't understand the commutative law for

addition Turn to page 1

(b) I understand the commutative lm but made a

careless mistake Turn to page 26
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Incorrect.

You are having trouble with problems that deal with

letters. Maybe more work with numbers will help you

to understand.

Turn to page 25 and continue from there.
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Now wait a minute!

You said that the commutative law does not hold for

ab = ba. This statement, ab = ba, is a multiplication

probiem for which the commutative law is tide.

Select the choice which best fits your case.

(a) I don't understand the commutative law for

multiplication Turn to page 17

(b) I understand the commutative law but made a

careless mistake Turn to page 26

i

I

i

;
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How rould ynu mak,1- thic mictakP? Ynn rhnsP: addition,

subtraction, and multiplication.

The commutative law does work for addition and multi-

plication, hut HOT for subtraction. Look at this

example:

If the commutative law did hold for subtractions

then 6 - 3 would equal 3 - 6. However, 6 - 3 = 3

and 3 - 6 = -3. Are they equal? Ho, because3

doesn't equal -3.

Does the commutative law hold far subtraction, such

as A - B = B - A?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Turn to page 58

Turn to page 61
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You answered "Yes." No! Uo:

I just finished showing you that the commutative law

de9s NOT hold true for division.

Return to page 59 and carefully study the example

before continuing.
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Incorrect. You chose: additim, multiplication, and

division.

The cwmItative law does work for addition and multi-

plication, but NOT for division.

Look at this example: If the commutative law did

hold for division, then 10 4 5 would equal 5 4 10.

However, 10 4. 5 = 2, and 5 4 10 = 1/2. Are they

equal? No, because 2 doesn't equal 1/2.

Does the commutative law hold for division, such as

A4B=B4 A?

(a) Yes

(b) Ho

Turn to page 60

Turn to page 62
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Oh, no!:

I just finished showing you that the commutative law

does NOT hold true for subtraction.

Return to page 55 and carefully study the example

to see why. Continue from page 55.
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Incorrect. You chose: division and addition.

The commutative law does work for addition but EOT

for division. Look at this example: If the commuta-

tive law did hold for division, then 10 + 5 would

equal 5 + 10. However, 10 + 5 = 2, and 5 = 10 =

1/2. Are they equal? No, because 2 doesn't equal

1/2.

Does the commutative law hold for division, such as

A +B=B+ A?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Turn to page 56

Turn to page 62
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You answered "Yes." No: No:

I just finished showing you that the commutative law

does not hold true for division.

Return to page 57 and careftlly study the example

before continuing.
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Good:

Let's continue.

The commutative law holds for of

integers, fractions, and decimals.

(a) addition, multiplication, and division
Turn to pane 57

(b) multiplication and addition
Turn to page 34

(c) division and addition
Turn to pane 59



Pape 62

Very good!

Let's continue.

The commutative law holds for of integers,

fractions, and decimals.

(a) addition, subtraction, and multiplication

Turn to page 55

(b) multiplication and addition
Turn to page 34



NORTHWEST REGIONAL-EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY
400 Lindsay Building 710 S. W. Second Avenue

Portland, Oregon 97204

CAI MATHEMATICS

TEST QUESTIONS

UNIT 16 - COMMUTATTVR LAi4

1. Which of the statements-below-best
illustrates-the-Commutative Law for Addition

of intagerb.

a) 4.3=3.4

b) 2+9 ='9 + 2

c) 1/3 + 2/5 = 2/3 + 1/3

2. If area = length x wich.h does-the Comiutotive Law-for Multiplication statethat area = width x length

a) yes

b) no

3. The Commutative Law blids for of integers, fractionu, anddecimals.

a) addition, subtraction, multiplication

b) addition, division

c) multiplication and addition

4. The Commutative Law of Addition means that-if 3+568, then 5+3=8 also.

a) true

b) false

5. Does the Cammutative taw for Multiplication mean that if 9.7 = 63, then 63/7=9

a) yes

b) no

6. if 10/5=C then the Commutative Law tells us that

a) 5/10=C

b) 1QC=5

c) neifher



Unit 16 (continued) page 2

7. Does 0+5=5+0

a) yes

b) no

8. Does 0.6=6.0

a) ves

b) no

9. If the value 4+d=f then d+4= d4

a) true

b) false

10. Does the Commutative Law for Addition allow us-to write: 1/10+1/11=A=11/1+1/10

a) yes

b) no

11. If 1/3.1/4=1/12 and 116..1/2=1/12, then the Commutati-mit Law for Multiplication

tells us that

a) 1/3.1/4=1/6.1/2

b) 1/4.1/3=1/2.1/6

c) neither

12. If 7-3=D then the Commutative Law tells us that

a) 7-3=4

b) 3-7=D

c) neither

13. We know that 3/5 +1/5=4/5 and 2/5+2/5=4/5 then the Commutativ@ Law for Addition

tells us um can write 3/3+1/5= 2/5+2/5

a) true

b) false

14. Does the Commutative Law for Matiplication allow us tc write 1/3.1/10=B=10t1.1/3?1

a) yes

b) no



Unit 16 (continued Page 3

15. If M/T = W What is the value of T/M

(a) W

(b) MxT

(c) Neither

16. The Commutative Law of Addition is illustrated by 1/5 + 4 = 4 + 1/5

(a) True

(b) False

17. If 85117'x 3 = 3 = M Then 3 x 8.711 = M also
This statement is :

(a) True

(b) False

18. If R = I/E Then 1

(a) R = E/I

R=IxE

(c) Neither

If 1/7 + 5 = E, Then 5 + 1/7 = E

(a) True

Falie

20. If I. R = E, Then Does R. I = E P

(a) Yes

(b) No

210 If 3.33 + 6 Ilt B Then 6 + 3.33.12B
The Statement is

(a) True

Th) False

22. Does the Commutative Law hold for subtraction such as A-B - B-A

(a) Yes

(b) No



Unit 16 (continued

23. If the value of 5xa=bThen the Commutative Law says that

F x 5 = (5+F)/H

(a) True

(b) False

24. DoMthe Commutative Law hold for division such as AlB = B/A

(a) Yes

(b) No

25 Applying the principle of the Commutative Law, what is A + B?

(a) They cannot be added

(b) ab

(c) b + a

Page 4



T,

ANSWER SHEET

UNIT 16 COMMUTATIVE LAW

10 b 110 c 21. a

2. a 12. c 22. b

30 c 13. b 23. b

4. a 14. b 24. b

5. b 15. c 25. c

6. c 16. a

7. a 17. b

8. a 18. c

9. b 19. a

100 b 20. a

To the Instructor: The above problems are related to the objectives as follows:

OBJECTIVE

1: 1,4,7,10,13,16,19,21,25,

2: 2,5,8,11,14,17,20,23,

3: 3,6,9,12,15,18,22,24,

,

1


